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1 Introduction 
For a compact Lie group G, a G-map f: X→ Y is said to be a G-isovariant map if f 
preserves the isotropy subgroups: Gx = Gf(x) for any x E X, where Gx is the isotropy 
subgroup, that is, Gx = {g E G I g・x = x }.We cal a group G is a BUG (Borsuk-Ulam 
group) [8] if 
dim V -dim v0 :S dim W -dim w0 
for any isovariant G-map f: V→ W between G-representation spaces V and W. For 
example, any finite solvable group is a BUG. So, we expect that any group is a BUG. In 
this paper, we always assume that a group is a finite group. Since a group extension of 
BUGs is also a BUG, if every simple group is a BUG, then any group is a BUG. Nagasaki 
and Ushitaki [4] showed that projective special linear group PSL(2, q) of 2 x 2 matrices 
over a finite field恥 consistingof q elements is a BUG. Let f: V→ W be a G-map 
between G-representation spaces. For a subgroup Hof G, let 
町(H)= (dim W -dim Wりー (dimV -dim Vり
The map gf is a class function S(G)→ Z, where S(G) is the set of subgroups of G. If 
f isisovariant and G is cyclic, then gJ(G)~0 by (mod p) Borsuk-Ulam theorem [5, 3]. 
Nagasaki and Ushitaki used the Mobius function and showed gJ(PSL(2, q)) can be written 
as a conical combination of町(C)'sfor cyclic subgroups C of PSL(2, q), that is, a linear 
combination of gJ(C)'s with nonnegative coefficients. 
Last year in [7] we gave a sufficient condition CCG for a group G to be a BUG and 
showed that PSL(3, q) for qさ33and An for n :S21 are BUGs. In particular, we showed 
that the alternating group心 forn :S21 is a CCG but A22 is not. This paper consists of 
2 parts. The first part is for PSL(3, q) and PSU(3, q) and we show they are BUGs. The 
second part is for An and we propose a new condition and show that An for 22さn:S 27 
is a BUG. 
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2 Some families of finite groups 
Letμ: N→ {O, 土1}be the Mobius function defined as 
µ(n)~{;_,)' 
n=l 
if p2 In for some prime p 
n = P1P2・ ・ ・Pr for distinct primes P1, P2, .. , Pr.
Let RCycl(G) be the set of representatives of conjugacy classes of al cyclic subgroups of 
G and let RCycl1 (G) be the set of representatives of conjugacy classes of al nontrivial 
cyclic subgroups of G. Recall that g八{e}) = 0. We defineμas 
ji(C,D)~{µ(悶）， (C) <; (D) 
゜ otherwise where (C) denotes the conjugacy class of C. Let 
先(C,D)= IClfi(C,D) 凶 (D)I
and 
f3c(C) = L f3c(C, D). 
DERCycl(G) 




We recall that G is a Borsuk-Ulam group (BUG) if 町(G)~0 for any isovariant G-map 
f between G-representation spaces. 
From now on, let f : V→ W be an isovariant G-map between G-representation spaces. 
We abbreviate to write g1(G) as g(G) if f isobvious. 
Theorem 2.2 (Fundamental properties [8], [7, Proposition 3.1]) (1) A finite cyclic 
group is a BUG. 
(2) For a subgroup H1, H2 of G with H1 <l凡，町(Hり一町(H1)= g1H1 (H2/ H1) and if 
H2/ H1 is a BUG then町(Hり2町(Hサ Inparticular, a finite group which is a 
group extension of a BUG by a BUG is also a BUG. 
(3) If G is a BUG, then any factor group of G is a BUG. 
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In [7] we proposed that G is a CCG (cyclic condition group), if for an arbitrary map 
加： RCycl1(G)→ Q20 such that叩 (C)::;叩 (D)if (C) :; (D), 冗 f3a(C)冗 (C)ミ
CERCycl1(G) 
0. 
p ropos1tion 2.3 A CCG is a BUG. 
Proof Let G be a CCG and f a G-map between representation G-spaces. The map 
釧RCycl(G):RCycl(G)→ Z satisfies that町(C):; g1(D) if (C)さ (D)by Theorem 2.2, 
since a cyclic group is a BUG. Thus we have 
91(G) = L f3c(C)g1(C)ミ0,
CERCyc11(G) 
which implies G is a BUG. I 
Let RCyclt (G) and RCycl1 (G) be the subsets of RCycl1 (G) consisting of C with 
邸 C)> 0 and恥(C)< 0, respectively. 
We consider the following linear programming: 
,j,: RCyci1慧翌悶誓(G)→如 DE~悶い (f3c(D)+ CERC7cl,(G)心(C,D)) 
ゆ(C,D)~ 〇
心(C,D) = 0 if(C) f:_ (D) 
subject toく 区心(C,D)さ恥(C)for C E RCycl1 (G) 
DERCyclt (G) 
こい(C,D) :;, -/30(D) for DE RCyclt (G) 
CERCycl「(G)
and had the following theorem by using the software GAP [2]. 
Theorem 2.4 ([7]) (1) Alternating groups An and symmetric groups Sn for n~21 are 
CCGs. 
(2) A22 is not a CCG although S22 is a CCG. 
(3) All sporadic groups and automorphism groups of al sporadic groups are CCGs. 
(4) (C30)5 is not a CCG. 
Let "/G : RCycl1 (G)→ 応 bea map such that 冗(C)~'Yc(D) if C is subconjugate 
to D in G and let Cycl1 (G) be the set of al nontrivial cyclic subgroups of G. We define 
和： Cycし(G)→応 asa class function which sends a cyclic subgroup C of G to叩 (C')
such that C'E RCycl1 (G) is conjugate to C in G. Let 
S = {(C, D) IC, DE RCycl1(G), C is subconjugate to D, and IDI/ICI is a prime}. 
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Let C,D E Cycl1(G) with D > C. We take D。,D1, .. , Dk E RCycl1 (G) of G such that 
D。andDk are conjugate to D and C in G respectively and (D;, D;_1) ES for i = 1,.. , k.
Then 
加(D)ー加(C)=喜叩(D;-1) —冗(D;)).
Therefore, we obtain the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5 A finite group G is a CCG if and only if it can be detected by {(C, D) I 
C, DE RCycl(G), (D) C (C), IDI/ICI is a prime}. 
By Theorem 2.4 (2), CCG is not closed under extensions although BUG isclosed. 
We say that a finite group G has subgroup-condition property (SCP) if町(G)is equal 
to a conical combination of {g1(K砂一Y1(K1)I K2/ K1 is a BUG with K1 <l厄<G} for 
any isovariant G-map f between representation spaces. 
Proposition 2.6 A group having SCP is a BUG. 
Proof Let f : V→ W be an isovariant G-map between representation spaces. Let 
K1 <l的<G. Note that 
町(K2)-Y1(Kリ=g戸,(K2/Kサ
Thus if K2/ K1 is a BUG, then 9JK1 (KりKリ2:0. Therefore g1(G) is a sum of nonnegative 
integers. I 
Proposition 2. 7 The family of groups having SCP is closed under the group extension. 
Proof Let 1→ H→ G→ K→ 1 be a short exact sequence and f an isovariant G-
map. Suppose Hand K have SCP. There are (H;1, H叫， a;> 0 for i E I and (Kj1, Kj2), 
も>0 for j E J such that H;1 <l加<H for i EI, Kj1 <lKj2 < K for j E J, and H;2/H;1, 
応/Kj1 are BUGs, g1(G) =区叫g(H;2)-g(H叫）， andg1H(K)=区も(g(Ki2)-g(Ki1)).
iEJ jEJ 






and 1r-1(K叫;1r-1(Kj1)竺 Kj2/Kj1, the group G has SCP. I 
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3 p ・roJective special linear groups 
The projective special linear group PSL(2, q) over the 2-dimensional vector space over 
a finite field応isa BUG [4] and a CCG [7]. In this section, we show that the projective 
special linear group PSL(3, q) over the 3-dimensional vector space over a finite field Fq is 
aSCG. 
The group S1(3, q) is of order q3(q2 -l)(q3 -1). Let¢: S1(3, q)→ PSL(3, q) be a 
natural surjective homomorphism. Put q =炉 fora prime p, G = PSL(3, q), r = q -l,
d = gcd(3, r), が=1, r'= r/d, s = q +l,t = q2+ q + l,t'= t/d, ゲ =p=刊.A
maximal cyclic subgroup of PSL(3, q) is conjugate to one of the followings, whose generator 




~p_,) > C,,, ~ <{•'p_,) > C,, ~ 〈のCr•' 
ei 
I~) > (0 <, i <d), f~{ : : : ~ 




Cげ贔＝〈り( I )〉 (0 <;a< r', a<; b < , (,,a,b)~!), 
p -a-b 
where r(a, b) = r'if d = 3 and r'a三 rb/d三一r'(a+ b)mod r, and r(a, b) = r otherwise 
[6, Table la]. Note that there may contain a duplicated group within the above groups: 
(1,5) For example, C誓 and010 are conjugate in PSL(3, 11)竺 S1(3,11). We may assume 
that RCycl(G) is a subset of the set of the above cyclic subgroups. 
Let T be an abelian subgroup of G of order rr'generated by the image of diagonal 
matrices of S1(3, q) by¢. Note that any nontrivial subgroup of Gp, Ct, is not a subset of 
(a,b) (T) and C < T. We may assume that (C阿,)n T = C>,1l = (Cr's) n T. Note that r(a,b) 
d = 3 if and only if r(l, 1) = r/3. If d = 3 then〈diag(pr',pr', pr')〉isthe center of S1(3, q). 
（亨旦）
In addition if r'is not divisible by 3, then C;; ,l) is a subgroup of Cr d'd with index 
d, where 1 + br'三 0mod d. Cpr, n (Cr's) is a subgroup of Cpr'of order r'. 
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C, C炉 c四' Cr, 
c, cl' /4 Cpr' Cr, 
＼ こ，（； ＼ こlc,Cp ' I ¥j Cp ' cい
虚□I c二¥J, 
c, (r'/2,r'/2) C2 (c'/2,c'/2) 
Case where 2lr, 皿 d3Jr or 9lr C邸ewhere 6lr and 9Jr 
c, d') C加’ Gr, cゼ c『t,ら」 Cr, 
＼ 心,I , ＼ c;, ふ c:c~ I ¥I c; cい
c:),'l 
C邸ewhere p = 2,and 3わ'or9lr Case where p = 2,3lr and 9Jr 
An arrow A→ B means that B is a subgroup of A and C~for n = 2,p, s denotes a 
cyclic group of order n. 
Let T RCycl1 (G)→ 応 bea map satisfying that 1(Hリ ~r(H砂 for subgroups 
H1 ヨ H2~G with H2/ H1 a BUG. 
We see 
where 
"f(G) =閃＋巧＋叩+n4 + n5 
n1 = I: I: ん(C,Dh(C),
D:<:C,, C,SD 






n4 =区区恥(C,Dh(C), and 
D:<:C;~,1) C:<:D 






We show each of n1, n2, n3, n4, 5is nonnegative. 
(2) 
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Lemma 3.1 ([7, Lemma 12]) Let C be a cyclic subgroup of a finite group K. Suppose 
that there is a unique maximal cyclic subgroup D of K with C < D. Then NK(C) = 
瓜 (D),fJK(C) = 0, and森 (D)= IN~ 加>0. 
By Lemma 3.1, we have 
t',(Cり
n1= 凶 (Ct1)I,(Cり= 2:'. 0 3 
and 
とと f3c(C,D)r(C) =とと ICl,(C) 凶 (Cpr1)Iμ(C, D) 




If p isodd then 
and otherwise 
~c竺／ごご)1C竺,-Dく苔） ,(C, D) 
~IN :r~,,,,,) I°(c,,,,,) ー INc[~,,,.,)l°(C〗い）:> 0 
四= L L f3c(C, D)'Y(C) + CY 2 CY 
D<:'.Cpr'G'.oD 
D1_C 1' (1) 


















Lemma 3.2 Let C1 and C2 be cyclic subgroups of a finite group K with C1 < C2. Suppose 
that NK(D) =心(C2)for any D with Dさら andD f C1. Then 
IC叶










CS:C2応 C2 INK(D)I 
D和 1
= E母 (E- E)μ(C,D) 
忍 C2 D<C2 D<C1 
= E幻叫ユ Eμ(C,D)-E 国
忍 C2INK(C2)I DS:C2 C<C1 
凶 (G2)I Eμ(C, D) 
D<C - - 1 
＝ IC叩(C2) IC□ (G1) INK(C2)I INK(C2)I. ． ． ?




By seeing the eigenvalues of the preimage by <p of the generator of Cr's, for any cyclic 




'Y(c; ,i) 2: o. 




ど ICl'Y(C) Lμ(C, D) ='Y(C門） 2: 0. 




T~ 〈t,(I I -J (I} t E T〉
Note that T is a normal subgroup of T with index 6. For a nontrivial cyclic subgroup 
D :s; T, we see Na(D) =的(D)and the conjugacy class of D in T'is the union of 
6ITl/1Nr(D) I conjugacy classes of D in T. The conjugation action preserves the set 
of eigenvalues. For a cyclic subgroup D of T with (D) 1, (C;;・1l), any matrix of the 
preimage of the generator of D has distinct diagonal elements and thus N0(D) = Nr(D). 
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Therefore we see 
底＝区冗 IClμ,(C,Dh(C)







=品(L -区)区 IClμ(C,D)--y(C) 
D<:RCycl(T) D<:RCycl(T) C:,;D 
~l (c,n苔d(,j/JT (C):() -; CeRG; 予c~,,,/外:, (Ch(C)) 
=½(--r(T) 一朽(C;;·lり）
D<T D<C 
Since T is an extension of a cyclic group by a cyclic group and then solvable. Therefore, 
we conclude 
底;:=:r -1'Y(C;;・1)) > O. 
6r 
(10) 
The equality (2) and ineq叫 ities(3)―(10) for"(= g1 complete the proof of the following. 
Theorem 3.3 PSL(3, q) has SCP. 
Therefore, PSL(3, q) is a BUG by Proposition 2.6. 
Lemma 3.4 Let L be a cyclic subgroup of a finite group K and let C1 and C2 be distinct 
proper subgroups of L. Suppose that心 (D)= NK(L) for any D with D さL,D 1:_ C1 
and D 1:_ C2. Then 
ILi 1(C1) 1(C2) 1(C1 n C2) LLん(C,D)'Y(C) = 1(L) 
叫 Dく(L) INK(L)I (― IL/Gil―IL/C2I + IL/(C1 n C2)I)・ 
Df;C1 
DfC2 





= E E IClμ(C,D),(C) 
CSL D<L INK(D)I D~C1 
DfC2 
＝と認（と—区ーと＋区）µ(C,D) 
CSL DSL DsC1 DsC2 DSC3 
＝区怠凰 Eμ(C,D)ー区腐悶靡 Eμ(C,D)
C<L D<L C<C1 D<C - - - - 1 





＝ ILl,(L) IC1l,(C1) IC叩(C2) IC3l,(C3) 
—+ INK(L)I INK(L)I INK(L)I INK(L)I . I 
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Under the assumption of Lemma 3.4, we have 
こと f3K(C,D),(C) > ILl,(L) 1 IC1I IC2I IC叩(C3)
疇 1
C'.'.:L D<L ―INK(L)I (ILi―ILi) + INK(L)I~O. 
Dl!,C2 
4 Projective special unitary groups 
Let fJ be an automorphism of a finite field応 definedby fJ(x) =呼. For a matrix 
A= (a;j) over Fq2, let A*= (a'I:』andU(n, q) = {A E GL(n, q2) I AA*= In}-The unitary 
group U(n,q) has order qn(n-l)f2I1~=1(qi -(-l)i). The special unitary group SU(n,q) 
is defined by U(n, q) n SL(n, q) whose order is qn(n-1)/2 I1~=2(qi -(-1)り.The projective 
special unitary group PSU(n, q) has order ISU(n, q)I/ gcd(n, q+ 1). In particular, SU(3, q) 
is a subgroup of S1(3, 付） of orderが(q2-1)(が+1) and PSU(3, q) has orderが(q2-
1)(が+1)/ gcd(3, q + 1). 
Note that PSU(2, q) is isomorphic to PSL(2, q). In this section, we show that PSU(3, q) 
is a SCG. The argument is quite similar as those of the projective special linear groups 
PSU(3, q). 
Let¢: SU(3, q)→ PSU(3, q) be a natural surjective homomorphism. Put q =炉 fora 
prime p, G = PSU(3, q), r = q+l, d = gcd(3, r), pr= 1, r'= r/d, s = q-1, t = q2-q+l, 
t'= t/d, ゲ =p=召.A maximal cyclic subgroup of PSU(3, q) is conjugate to one of the 
followings, whose generator is represented by a corresponding to Jordan canonical form 
in GL(3, lF) over a suitable extension field lF: 
C~,~ 〈¢(p: p ,)〉 C,,.~ 〈·(び 'a• p ,)> c,~ <{'r-~ ~,,)>
C>=<{~· ~·)> (0 <, i <d), £ ~{ : ; : ~ 
虚贔＝〈•("" p'p―…)〉 (O<,a< r', a<, b< , (,,a,b)~!), 
where r(a, b) = r'if d = 3 and r'a三 rb/d三一r'(a+ b) mod r, and r(a, b) = r otherwise 
[6, Table la]. Note that there may contain a duplicated group within the above groups. 
We may assume that RCycl(G) is a subset of the set of the above cyclic subgroups. 
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Let T be an abelian subgroup of G of order rr'generated by the image of diagonal 
matrices of SU(3, q) byゆ.Note that any nontrivial subgroup of Gp, Ct, is not a subset of 
(T) and Cr C (0,1) (a,b) , r(a,b) < T. We may assume that (Cpr,) n T = c;;・1) = (C叫 nT. Note 
that d = 3 if and only if r(l, 1) = r/3. If d = 3 then〈diag(pr',pr', pr')〉isthe center of 
（旦亨
SU(3, q). In addition if r'is not divisible by 3, then C;~,l) is a subgroup of Cr d'd 
with index d, where 1 + br'三 0mod d. Cpr'n (Cr's) is a subgroup of Cpr'of order r'. 
G, C炉 Cvr, Gr'• Cが
Cp ' I ¥j ＼ 心l,I -"' Cp ' 叫~/4
c(2 r'/ 2) 
I 
C2 (r'/2,r'/2) 
Case where 2lr, and 3,!'r or 9lr C邸ewhere 6lr and 9Jr 
c, d') C公’ Cr, 
e，』守/4ら C,, 
＼ こ g こ＼l~ c; I ¥, j c; cい
C r(1' ,1)
C邸ewhere p~2, and 3わ・or9lr C邸ewhere p~2, 3lr皿 d9,j'r 
Let T RCycl1 (G)→ 応 bea map satisfying that 1(H1) :S 1(H2) for subgroups 
H1 :l H2 :S G with H2/ H1 a BUG. We see 
where 
'Y(G) = n1 + n2 +叩+n4+底
















I - r 
(11) 
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By seeing the eigenvalues of the preimage by¢of the generator of Cがs,for any cyclic 









L ICl1(C) Lμ(C, D) = 1(c;;·1l)~o. 




T~ 〈t,(I-1 I) I tE T〉
For a nontrivial cyclic subgroup D :; T, we see N0(D) =心(D)and the conjugacy 
class of Din Tis the union of IT/TI/INt(D)/Nr(D)I conjugacy classes of Din T. The 
conjugation action preserves the set of eigenvalues. For a cyclic subgroup D of T with 
(D) 1:_ (C;;'1l), any matrix of the preimage of the generator of D has distinct diagonal 
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Dt,C 1' (1 1) 






DSRCycl(T) DSRCycl(T) C:<;D 









Theeq叫 ity(11) and ineq叫 ities(12)-(16) for'Y = g1 complete the proof of the following. 
Theorem 4.1 PSU(3,q) has SCP. 
Therefore, PSU(3, q) is a BUG by Proposition 2.6. 
5 Alternating groups 
Let An be an alternating group on letters 1, 2, .. , n.In this section we show that Aか
22 :; n :;27 have SCP and in particular are BUGs. 
Let S,。(n)= {(C,D) I C,D E RCycl1(A砂 (D)> (C), ID/Cl is a prime}. By using its 
character table and computer, we get the following result. 
Example 5.1 Let S1(n, k) = {(Aj, 〈Aj,(1, 2r-H1(j+l, .. , n)〉） I k::; j::; n-2}. g(A叫
is written as a conical combination of {g(Hり一g(H1)I (H国） ES。(n)U S1(n, k1(n))} 
and is not a conical combination of {g(H2) -g(H1) I (H1, H2) ES,。(n)U S1(nふ(n)+ 1)} 
joT n = 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, wheTe 
n I22 I 23 I 24 I 25 I 26 I 27 
k1(n) 20 18 18 22 21 23 
Theorem 5.2 The alternating groups A22, A23, A24, A25, A26, and A27 have SCP. 
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Proof Recall that Ak is a BUG since it is a CCG for k :;21 by Theorem 2.4. Let 
n = 22. For (H1, H砂€ ふ(n,k), groups H1 and H2 are BUGs, H1 is a normal subgroup 
of H2, Hサ凡 iscyclic, and g(H1) -g(H2) 2: 0. Therefore, An has SCP by Example 5.1. 
Now, let 22 < n :;27. As the induction hypothesis, we suppose Ak is a BUG fork < n. 
By the similar argument as above, we see that An has SCP. I 
Example 5.3 Letふ(n,k)= {(Aj,Aj X An-j) I k :; j :; n -3}. g(A砂iswritten 
as a conical combination of {g(H2) -g(H1) I (H1, H砂ES0(n) U S2(n, 知(n))}and is 
not a conical combination of {g(H2) -g(H1) I (H1, H2) E S,。(n)U S2(n, 松(n)+ 1)} for 
n = 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, where 
n I22 I 23 I 24 I 25 I 26 I 27 
朽(n) 19 18 17 20 21 22 
The vector (・ • • a・V) ， lffi Jl ・ •• • 1snot a conical combmat10n of 
{(・・・,dimVr"-dimv; 例・..)I (Hi, 凡） ES。(28)u S2(28, 14)}, 
where½runs over nontrivial irreducible representation spaces. 
Question 5.4 Does A28 have SCP? 
To attack this problem we may assume that any proper subgroup of Aぉ isa BUG. 
However there are quite many subgroups (even up to conjugate). By the following theorem 
supports that the number of necessary subgroups has upper limit. 
Theorem 5.5 (Caratheodory's theorem [1]) If a point x of配 liesin the convex hull 
of a set P, x lies in an r-simplex with vertices in P, where rさd.
By Caratheodory's theorem, if a point x of瞑dlies in the conical hull of P, then x can be 
written as the conical combination of at most d+ l points in P. Therefore, we can choose 
some pairs (H1, H2) of subgroups with H1 <1比 whosenumber is les than or equal to the 
cardinality of RCycl(G), that is, the number of conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups. 
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